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The Karsten  Lacerta:
a surprisingly versatile family tent

Whether it’s pouring with rain or the sun is shining in a cloudless 

sky, in the Lacerta, you’ll find it doesn’t matter. The tent fits the whole 

family, comes with a sturdy, spacious awning as standard, and is easily 

expandable, using an extra removable wall and ground sheet. Create lots 

of space inside the tent within the blink of an eye.

More living space
The Lacerta is a true Karsten Tent: modern, 
stormproof and pitched in no time. New in 
this design is the adaptable living space. 
When the weather’s good, the capacious 
awning and over 15m² interior provide 
ample room. During rainy weather or when 
you feel a need for more living space, it’s 
super-easy to use the awning to create an 
extra compartment: By using the removable 
wall and extending the ground sheet, the 
living space can be increased to a whopping 
24m². The Lacerta really does offer the ideal 
starting point for a camping trip with the 
whole family!

More storage space
Need more storage space? Our designers  
have thought of that, too. The Lacerta’s  
zip-in storage unit is high, deep and sturdy, 
but folds up for easy transport. It offers  
a surprising amount of room for everything 
from clothes and towels to cutlery and  
board games. You’ll never have to search  
for that T-shirt or plate again, thanks to  
its clever design!

A good night’s sleep
Lacerta’s headroom of over 2.2m along the 
entire length of the tent ensures that even 
taller people can easily find their way from 

Spacious – come rain or shine

NEW
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Details
Time to pitch 20 mins

Weight 47kg

Dimensions 730 x 325 x 220cm

Tent-cloth fabric 100% Ten Cate cotton

Fabric colour Dark beige with black accents

Ground Sheet Bisonyl

the living space to the sleeping compartment 
without complaint. The sleeping compartments 
themselves are as deep as they are high, and 
their spacious design ensures you have enough 
room for storing your things or changing clothes. 
What’s more, the ventilation grids in the top 
part of the dividing walls create an optimal air 
flow throughout the tent, ensuring every member 
of the family will sleep like a baby and awake 
feeling fresh and well rested.

More time for fun
Being a Karsten Tent, the Lacerta is pitched in 
no time. It features pole sleeves on the outside 
for easy assembly. Open the sleeves using the 
zip, feed the preformed poles through the sleeves 
and zip the sleeves closed. Ta dah! The tent is 
pitched, and it won’t go anywhere any time soon. 
Its solid construction, 100% Ten Cate cotton 
canvas and bisonyl ground sheet make this tent 
exceptionally storm-resistant and rainproof.  
Once again, with the Lacerta, Karsten guarantees 
countless carefree camping holidays for the  
whole family.
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The Lacerta:
spacious, come rain  

or shine.


